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Force and Velocity Measured
for Single Molecules of RNA
Polymerase
Michelle D. Wang,* Mark J. Schnitzer, Hong Yin,†
Robert Landick, Jeff Gelles, Steven M. Block‡
RNA polymerase (RNAP) moves along DNA while carrying out transcription,
acting as a molecular motor. Transcriptional velocities for single molecules of
Escherichia coli RNAP were measured as progressively larger forces were applied
by a feedback-controlled optical trap. The shapes of RNAP force-velocity curves
are distinct from those of the motor enzymes myosin or kinesin, and indicate
that biochemical steps limiting transcription rates at low loads do not generate
movement. Modeling the data suggests that high loads may halt RNAP by
promoting a structural change which moves all or part of the enzyme backwards
through a comparatively large distance, corresponding to 5 to 10 base pairs. This
contrasts with previous models that assumed force acts directly upon a singlebase translocation step.
RNA polymerase (RNAP) carries out an essential step of gene expression, the synthesis
of an RNA copy of the template DNA. Each
RNA molecule is synthesized in its entirety
by a single molecule of RNAP moving processively along the template. Movement is
powered by the free energy liberated as appropriate nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs)
are joined to the 39-end of the nascent RNA
chain, pyrophosphate (PPi) is released, and
the growing transcript folds (1). During transcript elongation, Escherichia coli RNAP
progresses along DNA at speeds .10 nucleotides per second (at 25°C), and generates
considerable force (.14 pN) (2). RNAP is
thus a true motor protein, akin to cytoskeletal
motors of the myosin, kinesin, or dynein
families. Enzyme movement has been characterized in vitro using light or scanningforce microscopy techniques capable of detecting movement by single molecules (2–4),
and transcription complexes have been manipulated using forces supplied by an optical
trap (2). By determining the micromechanical
properties of RNAP and correlating this information with results from biochemical kinetic studies, we hope to shed light on the
mechanism of transcript elongation.
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A central unresolved feature in the RNAP
mechanism is the nature of the reaction steps
that lead to movement (1, 5). Such steps can
be characterized by applying mechanical
loads opposing forward motion: provided that
the external forces are not so large as to
disrupt enzyme structure, this manipulation
will tend to perturb selectively the rates of
translocation steps. The relationship between
applied force F and steady-state velocity V is
therefore a fundamental characteristic of the
enzyme mechanism itself. F-V relationships
have been determined for three biological
motors: ensembles of myosin in contracting
muscles (6), single molecules of kinesin
moving along microtubules (7), and the rotary engine that spins bacterial flagella (8).
Here, we report high-resolution measurements of the F-V relationship for E. coli
RNAP. The shapes of the F-V curves imply
that translocation steps do not limit transcription rates when loads are low. Moreover, the
curves are consistent with a class of models
where translocation steps entail motions
through unexpectedly large distances along
the template (corresponding to 5 to 10 base
pairs), either in the form of conformational
changes taking place within the enzyme itself
or as translational motions of the enzyme
complex with respect to the DNA.

Experimental Design
The experimental geometry of our previous
study (2) employed a fixed optical trap to
exert a variable force on a microscopic bead
attached to the downstream end of a DNA
template [Fig. 1A; see also figure 1 of (2)].
As a bead is pulled from the trap center (by
RNAP fixed to a coverglass surface and actively transcribing at the opposite end of the
DNA tether), an optical restoring force builds
up until it just balances the force exerted by

RNAP, at which point transcriptional progress
stops, often reversibly. This arrangement is
conducive to static measurements of the stall
force, once motion has ceased, but is less
well-suited to making dynamic measurements of force and velocity, because DNA
stretches under changing loads and elasticity
varies as the tether length changes during the
experiment. The series compliance of the
elastic linkage must be taken into account to
derive the displacement of the RNAP with
respect to the DNA from records of bead
position. To meet this challenge, we developed a feedback-controlled instrument that
optically clamps the position of a bead in the
trap and facilitates rapid, accurate measurements of force (9).
Figure 1, A through C, demonstrates the
performance of the instrument in its openloop mode (feedback inactive), recording the
displacement of a bead held in a weak trap of
fixed stiffness and subjected to variable force
(10). Transcriptional elongation rates were
comparable to those reported earlier (generally, ;2 to 5 nm/s) (3). In closed-loop mode
(Fig. 1, D through F), elongation proceeds at
low trap stiffness until the clamp limit is
reached and the feedback circuit is triggered.
Thereafter, the bead position is actively
maintained as the trap stiffness, which is
proportional to force at this position, rises to
compensate. Two representative stalls are
shown (11). After the first stall was completed and the clamp released, the elasticity
stored in the DNA tether abruptly pulled the
bead forward by an additional ;50 nm. Force
was then reduced by moving the optical trap
position (at t 5 46 s), but transcription did not
resume for another ;30 s, indicating that the
transcription complex had entered into some
kind of inactive state (discussed below). A
second stall was produced after transcriptional activity resumed, and the feedback was
enabled once the bead had been allowed to
travel ;25 nm beyond the clamp limit. The
abrupt response at this point illustrates the
elasticity of the tether. In either case, transcription stalled at a trap stiffness of 0.25 to
0.29 pN/nm, corresponding to a force of 30 to
35 pN (12).

Force and Velocity Measurements
Once trap properties are calibrated and adjustments are made for series compliance, it
is possible to convert measurements of bead
displacement and trap stiffness directly into
records of time-varying force and RNAP position along the template, and thereby into
RNA transcript length (13). Figure 2 shows
such scaling for motion in both low-load
(0 , F , 5 pN, open-loop; Fig. 2, A and B)
and high-load (5 , F , 50 pN, closed-loop;
Fig. 2, C and D) regimes. In general, RNAP
moved under low loads at an average velocity
of 16 nucleotides per second (for 1 mM
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cording to d 5 kBT ln(a)/^F1/2& (Appendix,
Eq. 9). Experimental estimates for d are inevitably subject to error, primarily through
their logarithmic dependence on a. Here, d
ranged from ;5 to 10 base pairs (Fig. 4). The
physical interpretation of this distance depends on the biochemical model invoked.
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Comparisons with Theory
The model we favor, which draws support
from recent biochemical work, interprets a
mechanical stall as an elongation-incompetent state branching off the main reaction
pathway (Appendix, Eq. 6), reached in a
load-dependent manner (20). One specific instance of an elongation-incompetent state,
among several known to exist (21), would be
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loads (3, 19) further complicate analysis.
To combine multiple single-molecule F-V
curves, we first parameterized these in terms
of v, a dimensionless velocity (normalized to
the unloaded speed V0), and f, a dimensionless force (normalized to the force at halfmaximal velocity F1/2), before averaging.
This procedure is justified in light of a large
class of tightly coupled enzymatic mechanisms for elongation, all of which lead to the
simple functional form v( f ) 5 1/(1 1 af–1),
which depends only on a single free parameter, a (see Appendix). Averaged f-v curves
were determined for two concentrations of
PPi (Fig. 4, B and C). From the fitted values
of x and ^F1/2&, a “characteristic distance” d
over which load acts can be computed, ac-
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NTPs; 1 mM PPi) or 7 nucleotides per second
(for 1 mM NTPs; 1 mM PPi). All singlemolecule records displayed periods of steady
transcriptional elongation interrupted by
pauses, during which tension was maintained
but elongation ceased, lasting from ;1 to
10 s (arrows; Fig. 2, B and D). Transcriptional pauses of comparable durations are also
detected at negligible loads in conventional
biochemical studies of transcription in solution (14). After algorithmic deletion of pauses, records showed the elongation rate to be
remarkably constant (15), up to external
loads nearly sufficient to stall the complex
(Fig. 2, C and D).
The distribution of stall forces is obtained
from the maximum loads supported with the
position clamp active (Fig. 3, A and B). In the
presence of saturating NTPs and 1 mM PPi,
the stall force was ;25 pN. Raising the PPi
concentration to 1 mM slowed the mean elongation rate at low force by 2.3-fold and yielded a stall force of ;23 pN, which is not
significantly different. This change reduces
the estimated free energy DG for the RNAP
condensation reaction by mass action from
–7.2 to –3.1 kcal/mol (2). Assuming that
every reaction cycle carries RNAP forward
on average by a single base unit, the fraction
of free energy converted into mechanical
work near stall is estimated at ;44% (at 1
mM PPi or ;18% at 1 mM PPi) (16). In this
respect, RNAP resembles kinesin, which expends roughly half its available free energy as
mechanical work near stall (17).
From adjusted records of force and velocity as functions of time (Fig. 2, C and D), we
derive single-molecule F-V curves, an example of which is shown (Fig. 4A). Remarkably,
the shapes of these curves were highly convex, in contrast to muscle, which follows a
concave (hyperbolic) F-V relationship (6), or
kinesin, which is fairly linear (7). Velocity
remained nearly independent of load out to a
significant force, approaching stall (18).
Pausing introduces characteristic notches in
F-V curves, as the velocity transiently drops
to zero with no change in the applied load.
Pause-induced notches do not reflect the
elongation process per se, but a secondary
process presumably correlated with sequence. Thus, pauses complicate the analysis
of force-velocity data. We took two approaches to deal with these: (i) we averaged
them out, combining F-V data from individual complexes (a procedure that succeeds
only if pauses are infrequent and occur at
random), or (ii) we artificially removed them
from individual records, by means of an algorithm that deletes segments during which
the average velocity dropped below some
predefined threshold. Both methods produced
similar results. The large heterogeneity of
forces produced by RNAP (Fig. 3) and considerable variation in elongation rates at low
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Fig. 1. Comparison of open- and closed-loop trapping modes to observe translocation by RNAP. (A)
Cartoon illustrating the experimental geometry with the position clamp inactive (not to scale). A
ternary complex consisting of RNAP (green ellipsoid), the DNA template (red), and a nascent RNA
chain (green) is fixed to a coverglass surface inside a flow cell. A polystyrene bead (blue sphere),
attached to the transcriptionally-downstream end of the DNA, is captured and held under low
tension by the optical trap (pink gradient). Subsequent displacement of the bead, x (arrow), is
detected interferometrically. As transcription proceeds, DNA is drawn through the polymerase,
pulling the bead from the trap center (intersection of dashed blue lines) at successive times t 1, t 2,
t3, and so forth. (B) Displacement versus time for low loads. Once the bead moved through the
usable range of the interferometer (;150 nm), the trap was manually repositioned closer to the
polymerase, at the times indicated (arrows). Note the variability in speed caused by transcriptional
pausing. In this experiment, applied force at the maximum displacement was ;4 pN, well below
the RNAP stall force. (C) Corresponding trap stiffness (0.03 pN/nm, invariant in this mode). (D)
Position clamp active. Initial configuration is identical to (A). During the interval t1–t2, RNAP draws
the bead from the trap until the clamp limit is reached (gray dashed line) and activates the
feedback circuit. Thereafter (at t2, t3, . . .) laser intensity is servo-controlled to prevent displacement. (E) Displacement versus time. The clamp limit was set to 121 nm and activated during the
intervals indicated (arrows). For the first stall, the clamp was triggered automatically when the limit
was reached (t 5 16 s) and maintained until after stall. Upon release, the bead position jumped
because of stored elastic energy in the tether (t 5 40 s). The trap was manually repositioned for
a second run (t 5 46 s). Here, the bead was allowed to proceed somewhat beyond the limit, and
the clamp was triggered manually (t 5 97 s). (F) Corresponding change in stiffness. During the first
stall, stiffness rose from 0.03 to 0.29 pN/nm (35 pN). During the second stall, stiffness rose from
0.03 to 0.25 pN/nm (30 pN). Experimental conditions: 1 mM NTP (each), 1 mM PPi.
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for RNAP to stop RNA synthesis and slide
backward a short distance along the template
(5 to 10 base pairs, or ;2 to 3 nm), yet
maintain register between RNA and DNA.
Subsequently, upon reduction of load, the
enzyme would slide forward by the identical
distance and resume transcription at the next
template site. This sequence corresponds precisely to what has been proposed for one type
of transcriptional pause and subsequently observed in at least one case (22, 23): the
scenario is roughly analogous to backing up,
then advancing, a stuck zipper. If this interpretation holds, then the application of an
external load causes RNAP to enter a biochemical state similar to—perhaps identical
with—a transcriptional pause. Consistent
with this, not all complexes stalled by the
force clamp started up immediately upon reduction of load; in a significant fraction of
cases, motion began after a variable lag, ranging from 0 to 30 s (Fig. 1F), a time comparable to the lifetimes of certain transcriptional
pauses. An alternative possibility is that
RNAP moves bidirectionally on the template
through a distance corresponding to d before
committing to a load-dependent translocation
step, which results in the addition of one
nucleotide to the nascent RNA chain (Appendix, Eq. 5). Although these models differ in
significant details, they have three essential
features in common. First, their reaction
schemes are tightly coupled; the enzyme carries out one condensation reaction per base
pair moved along the DNA. Second, they

involve large-scale movements of the enzyme
associated with mechanical stalling; the sharp
drop in velocity as force approaches stall is
incompatible with a load-dependent step with
d ' 1 base pair. Thus, the data are inconsistent with a simple model wherein force acts
only by blocking a step that moves the enzyme by a single base pair. Third, the convex
shapes of F-V curves arise because the ratelimiting biochemical transition is not loaddependent over most of the force range (24).
Two theoretical treatments of RNAP elongation have recently been published which
manifest these very same general features
(25, 26) and also generate convex F-V relationships, in agreement with preliminary data
from our work (27). In one, conformational
changes taking place within a flexible RNAP
molecule cause it to alternate between
stressed and relaxed states, deforming by a
variable distance corresponding to 0 to 8 base
pairs (26). In the other, the 39-end of the
RNA undergoes thermal fluctuations against
a physical barrier represented by the enzyme
catalytic site; rectification of this random motion, driven by the free energy of nucleotide
condensation, produces a “Brownian ratchet”
that can exert significant force (25). In such
models, the enzymatic turnover remains relatively independent of increases in force until
the load-dependent transition slows to the
point where it requires a time comparable to
one or more other rates (25). Beyond this
force, speed drops precipitously. Although
their microscopic mechanisms are distinct, in

Fig. 2. Transcription at low and high loads. (A) Force produced by RNAP and (B) the corresponding
length of the RNA transcript versus time at low load (open-loop mode). Transcript size was
computed from the corrected displacements of beads, as described. The trap was repositioned
manually at the times indicated [arrows (A)] to maintain the bead within detection range;
displacement records were concatenated at these points. Transcriptional pauses of varying duration
occur [arrows (B)]. (C) Force and (D) corresponding transcript length at high load (closed-loop
mode). Force increased until the complex stalled at ;23 pN. Original traces (thin lines) contain
transcriptional pauses [arrows (D)], which were deleted by an editing algorithm (thick lines) (15).
Experimental conditions: 1 mM NTP, 1 mM PPi.
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certain limiting cases both treatments become
equivalent to the class of mechanisms considered in the Appendix.
Determining whether RNAP moves by a
Brownian ratchet, conformational change, or
some other means and elucidating the reaction pathway of the mechanism will require
detailed knowledge not only of the biochemical steps catalyzed by the enzyme, but also
of its mechanical states. Of particular interest
will be sequence-specific aspects of RNAP
behavior (transcriptional pausing, stalling,
and arrest), as well as the response of the
transcription complex to cofactors involved
in initiation, termination, antitermination, and
so forth. We anticipate that single-molecule
experiments will continue to supply new insights into the behavior of this fascinating
enzyme.

Appendix: One-Parameter F-V Analysis
Several classes of mechanochemical models
lead to F-V relations of the general Boltzmann form
V 0(1 1 A)
(1)
V(F) 5
1 1 Aexp(Fd/k BT)
where V0 is the velocity at zero load, d is a
characteristic distance, and A is a dimensionless constant that determines the degree to
which either mechanical or biochemical
events limit the enzymatic cycle at vanishing
load: biochemical transitions are rate-limiting
for A ,, 1, whereas mechanical transitions
become limiting when A * 1. The simplest
class of models yielding Eq. 1 involves a
sequence of reversible reactions between N

Fig. 3. Histograms of RNAP stall force. (A) Stall
force distribution for 1 mM NTP, 1 mM PPi.
Average force was 25.0 6 1.7 pN (mean 6
SEM; n 5 29). (B) Stall force distribution for 1
mM NTP, 1 mM PPi. Average force was 22.9 6
1.9 pN (n 5 16). The difference in values is not
significant (t test, P 5 0.44).
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intermediate states, followed by a single irreversible reaction, a mechanical transition that
carries polymerase from one site to the next
k N–1 k N
k1 k2
1 727zzz 7 N31
k –1 k –2
k 1–N

(2)

In this scheme, the translocation rate kN is
governed by Arrhenius/Eyring kinetics;
hence, it depends exponentially on the height
of the energy barrier between the two sites
(Fig. 5). The application of an external load,
F, raises the barrier by FD and slows the rate
according to
k N 5 k exp(–FD/k BT)
0
N

(3)

From the differential equations describing the
pathway in Eq. 2, it can be shown that the
overall time to complete an enzymatic cycle,
t, is a sum of two times, one which is independent of force and the other which increases exponentially with force
t 5 t 1 1 t 2 exp(FD/k BT )

(4)

The reciprocal of Eq. 4 leads directly to an
expression for velocity that is equivalent to
Eq. 1. For this class of models, the distance d
in Eq. 1 corresponds to D, the distance from
the initial site to the position of the barrier
maximum (Fig. 5).
A second class of models also takes the
Fig. 4. Individual molecule and
averaged force-velocity relationships for RNAP. (A) Example of a
single-molecule F-V curve, derived from the data of Fig. 2, C
and D. Notches produced by
transcriptional pausing appear in
unprocessed data (dotted line),
but are absent in data from edited traces (solid line). Experimental conditions: 1 mM NTP, 1
mM PPi. (B and C) Averaged F-V
curves. Individual curves were
normalized as described. (B) Ensemble average for eight complexes in 1 mM NTP, 1 mM PPi;
showing data with (thin solid
line) and without (thin dotted
line) pauses removed. Fit to the
f -v relationship (Appendix, Eq.
11, thick lines). Fit parameter
a 5 5.08 6 4.11 3 104; ^F1/2& 5
15.8 pN, corresponding to d in
the range 4.6 to 5.2 bp. (C) Ensemble average for 13 complexes in 1 mM NTP, 1 mM PPi. Fit
parameter a 5 1.96 6 0.99 3
104; ^F1/2& 5 23.9 pN, corresponding to d in the range 7.0 to
8.7 bp.

form of the reaction pathway in Eq. 2. However, in this class, one among the states 1 to
N is actually a load-dependent composite of
two sequential substates that are in rapid
equilibrium and located at adjacent physical
sites along the DNA (28). (In fact, the earlier
requirement for an irreversible reaction leading from state N may now be relaxed somewhat. The condition k# –i /k# i ,, exp(–Fd/
NkBT), where the bars denote a geometric
mean over the N states, suffices.) For a transition from the composite state to proceed,
the enzyme must occupy the forward-most of
the two sites. Thus, the rate of enzyme
progress is proportional to the relative occupancy of the forward and rearward sites, p1/
p–, which varies exponentially with their relative energies as
p1
5 K exp(–Fd/k BT)
p–

(5)

The constant K determines the zero-load equilibrium between forward and rearward substates. As before, it can be shown that the
average time to complete a cycle is a sum of
terms independent of load and exponentially
dependent upon load, once again leading to the
same functional form as Eq. 1. However, for
this particular class of models, d is now identified with d, the physical distance between the
forward and rearward sites on the DNA (Fig.

5). (In neither this scheme nor in the previous
one is d restricted to represent the distance
subtended by a single base pair; integral multiples of this distance are permitted.)
A third class of models leading to Eq. 1
involves fully reversible reactions, plus an
elongation-incompetent (“halted”) state p
branching off the main pathway, the transition to which is load-dependent
1 7 2 7 z z z 7 N 7 1
k p 8k –p
p

(6)

The pathway of Eq. 6 shows state p arising
directly from state 2, but the location of this
branch point is arbitrary and causes no loss
of generality, because state labels are arbitrary and may be permuted. The force dependence in Eq. 6 arises because the rate to
enter the halted state kp and the rate to
return to the main pathway k–p both obey
Arrhenius behavior
k p 5 k p0 exp(FD/k BT)
and
0
k –p 5 k 2
p exp[–F(d 2 D)/k BT)

(7)

The average number of visits to state p rises
linearly with kp, and the average time delay
per visit is 1/k–p. The total delay that the
enzyme experiences because of the halted
state is proportional to kp/k–p and thus to
exp(Fd/kBT). This exponentially dependent
delay, when combined with other biochemical waiting times that are independent of
force, again leads to Eq. 1, with d 5 d. For
this class of models, the distance d characterizes the physical extent of the conformational
change between the competent and incompetent states and need not correspond to an
integral multiple of base pairs.
Equation 1 may be used to derive a useful
scaling formula, permitting data from individual RNAP molecules manifesting differ-

Fig. 5. Schematic energy diagram, depicting a
single barrier between two potential wells separated by distance d. The barrier is a distance D
from the initial site, where RNAP (sphere) begins its cycle. The application of an external
load, F, alters the potential by the amounts
indicated (dotted line, initial; solid line, final).
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ent speeds or forces, or both, to be normalized and therefore compared. For example,
the random orientation of molecules on the
surface with respect to the direction of the
applied load in this assay may represent one
cause of heterogeneity in stall force (29).
Alternatively, individual molecules might
display different unloaded rates, V0, but nevertheless, the relative biochemical and mechanical contributions to the kinetics (identified with constant A) might remain the same.
Moreover, small differences in d are exponentially magnified, generating significant
differences in stall forces between otherwise
similar complexes. To normalize away heterogeneity, we divide Eq. 1 by the maximum
velocity, yielding a dimensionless velocity, v
1 1 A
V
5
v 5
V0
1 1 Aexp(Fd/k BT)

(8)

We also consider the force F1/2 at which the
velocity drops to half-maximal in Eq. 1

S

k BT 1 1 2A
ln
d
A

F 1/ 2 5

D

<

k BT
ln(a)
d
(9)

where a 5 A21 and the approximation holds
because A , 1024 for our data. We define the
dimensionless force f as
f 5 F/F 1/ 2 5

Fd
k BTln(a)

(10)

and recast Eq. 1 in terms of the new variables
as
v~ f ! 5

1
1 1 A
'
1 1 Aexp(–f lnA) 1 1 a f–1
(11)

where a is the single free parameter remaining in this f-v relation. Using this normalization scheme, one can rescale and average experimental data from a heterogeneous ensemble of RNAP complexes and
test the fit. Given the general nature of Eq.
11, it may prove applicable to a variety of
mechanoenzymes.
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